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Setting The Scene.

• What is it like to be a levy paying employer.
• How do you define a strategy on a moving target.
• What are the challenges and  how do they stack up to new opportunities. 
• What is the approach and options available for employers.
• When does chasing the cash cease to be viable.
• How do you grow and plan for future utilisation.
• Is the 20% off the job such a stumbling block
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Response of levy paying employers to the levy- we are not alone.

Activity and feeling amongst other organisations; 

o A strong interest in using the new MSc standard to train graduates
o A “wait and see” approach to becoming an employer provider
o Lines of business in all organisations finding it difficult with apprentices having to have 20% off 

the job training time
o Many companies looking at using the levy to improve digital skills of everyone in the company
o Businesses cannot sustain using the levy just for new recruits, so will include upskilling of existing 

employees
o Levy will be split by business unit in most organisations 
o Strong focus on transformation, diversity and retraining
o Increasing number of employers looking at Talent and Leadership development opportunities 
o Many companies identifying how they can convert existing L&D spend 
o Most big employers frustrated about the way the Tax is being extracted
o Some looking at call centre “core starter” programmes

With regard to the apprenticeship levy there will be approximately:
o 7,000 employers paying £250K or more
o 1,000 ‘large’ employers
o 400 employers paying 50% of the levy
o 400 employers registered interest in becoming an Employer Provider
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Levy strategy and 5-year plan

To map standards to critical learning capabilities, creating externally accredited learning programmes 

Purpose

Goal

Engagement Transform cost Grow capability GovernanceStrategy

Informing  L&D 
organisation of the 

opportunity and 
using it in consulting 

approach

Effective use of 
investment and 

resource

Build competitive 
advantage / 2020 

vision

Comms,  supplier 
management, 

financials

To create a strategic response to the levy and reforms that will future-proof our skills and increase capability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is our strategic ambition?Strategic alignment of learning to business prioritiesCultural shift in how we approach learning demand across BTCost transformationGrow capabilityGood practices with regard to selecting and managing learning, and deploying learning to support business performanceInnovation – keeping abreast of latest trailblazer opportunitiesAdvancing best practices and understanding leadership development, executive training and business demands



Compliance
Health and safety

Current products, tariffs and propositions
Systems and technical

Professional

customer experience

employee experience

people strategy

foundations
for success

Today’s skills and knowledge needs

Future capabilities for a converged 
global market

Converged products and propositions

Sales Security
Big 

data
Techno

logy Digital
Internet

of 
things

Purpose: To unlock  potential by helping 
employee’s deliver the best experience for 

customers

do
in

g

In
 a

great people brilliant things dynamic business

Performance , Talent & capability 
experience for your people:

Personal
• We involve you in our ideas
• We give you choice 
• We help you connect, learn 

and grow

Simple
• We make it quick and easy 

to find things
• We make it relevant to what 

you do
• We give you clear 

frameworks

Brilliant
• We are digitally-led and 

mobile
• We give you new 

opportunities
• We help you to aim high

Talent 
acquisition –

how and 
where we 

recruit

Talent 
alumni 
(future 

customers)

Apprentices and Degree/Graduates

People Manager Capability
Talent and High Potentials 

Leadership Development

Succession into  Leadership roles

Employer
Brand

Culture, values
& Inclusion

Performance, Talent, Capability &
employee experience.
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Leadership & 
Management 1

Level 3
Future Leaders

Level 5
Graduate Learning/ 
Talent Programme

Level 6
Leadership 

Development 

Strategic Capabilities
(Digital, Cyber, Sales)

4

Level 7
Functional 

Leader/Specialist

Level 4 – Functional 

Level 6
Advanced 

Customer 
Service/Engineering

3

Level 2
GGS

Level 3
GGS

Applicants/Employees

An example of how BT could link apprenticeship learning with job grades, progression and talent entry

Level 5 Business 
Management 

GGS

Accounting & Financial 
Services

2

Accounting Technician
Level 4

Assistant Accounting
Level 3

Financial Administrator
level 3

Customer Advisor
level  2 & 3

Financial Advisor
Level 4

Professional Accountant
Level5/6
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Things we need to do

Spending our Levy is going to require us to face in to some change: it is not a pot of gold.

Branding and Education
New Apprenticeships aren’t what they 

used to be.
Apprenticeships will need to be for existing 

employees as well as  new joiners  

Operating Model
We cannot react to the number of 

“Apprentices” the business wants to 
recruit or operate as we have been able 

to date

Investment 
Some costs won’t be covered by the Levy 

and these will need to be invested as 
opportunity costs.

Different attitude required.

Cultural norms
Learning will need to be longer, more 

disciplined and well documented.  People 
need to demonstrate 20% of the job 

learning but for the first time training can 
be accredited. Base line of success

More governance so we can de-risk our opportunity costs and drive consistency of experience 
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People Challenges
- all Lines of
Business 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CONTEXT:During the workshops we asked all the LoBs what it was that kept them up at night in terms of their people challenges, the word cloud here demonstrates the output of these conversationsLeadership and management capability emerged as the greatest concern across the lines of businessOther key challenges identified were – retention of people, an ageing workforce, LoBs with many professions and skill-sets, geographical distribution, and graduates.The words here are smaller, indicating there was less frequency of challenges across the lines of business – there are common synergies, however each had its own unique challenges
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Trends – all Lines
of Business

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CONTEXT:When we analysed the data, the most common trends to emerge from all Lines of Business and across all 3 categories (BAU, Convs, New Ops) were Sales, Customer Service and Leaders (covering leadership, management, coaching, mentoring, Future Leaders, Connected Leaders and PMC). Other common trends were P&PM, Digital, Finance & HR (which we have grouped under ‘Functional’), Cyber, Marketing, Cyber and Trailblazers. Various disciplines across Engineering also emerged including – software, network, power.The word cloud illustrates the greatest cross-LoB opportunities we currently have in BT and EE – therefore our focus should be on these priorities.
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IN CONFIDENCE

4. Convert Existing L&D 
spend 

Convert existing development 
programmes to accredited 

learning programmes (Future 
Leaders)

Analysis of existing L&D 
spend to evaluate what could 
be converted and how can we 
explore synergies across lines 
of business (first line leaders) 

Upskilling of existing 
employees: (engineer 

requires training in CISCO or 
Java)

Escalator of skills: can the 
Academy offer escalation skill 
training and put this through 
an apprenticeship program

Create programs for existing 
employees: When an existing 
employer changes job roles 

and 
requires  re-skilling.  

(Redeployees?)

1. Build on what 
exists today

Grow apprenticeship  
volumes: Increase the 
volume of new starts 

on all programs 
operating today.

Identify new 
areas/roles where we 

could use existing 
standards (project 

management) 

3. Create New 
Standards

Identify key areas of work 
where apprenticeships 

could succeed but a 
standard does not exist, 

create and build new 
ones (sales, business 
improvement, internal 

audit)

Consider professional 
degree programmes 
across the business 

(technical roles, 
leadership and 

management for 
graduates

Use project management 
standards to improve 
graduate proposition 

2. Leverage Employer 
provider status 

Utilise our Employer 
Provider status by 
delivering training 

internally and drawing 
down a contribution to the 
costs, we are the provider 

and we pay ourselves

Cover the costs of 
assessors, quality 

managers and 
administration resource

Explore the possibility of 
becoming an end point 

assessor

Change the tax status of 
BT as a learning 

(employer) provider to a 
subsidiary of BT to enable 
us to claim profit-inclusive 

costs

Maximising the Commercial Opportunity - Our Strategy

5. Building accredited 
learning opportunity in to 
LOB resource planning 

activity

Supporting the Lines of 
Business to be able to 

identify future opportunity 
for funded accredited 

learning programmes/roles 
aligned to strategic 

workforce plans and hiring 
for attrition

Providing training /templates 
to enable LOBs to design 

and map appropriate 
framework based on 

strategy. 
ADT can review and audit 
plans and sign off to agree 

compliance, quality and 
funding available.  Central 
team will also be able to 
help cost, forecast and 

source suppliers

Strategic levers
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Top BAU Opportunities

Business as usual

Engineering
• Network engineering – Team Member level
• Network engineering – Manager level
• Power – Moet 3/4
• Network Infrastructure Engineering
• Field Engineering

Customer Service – Team member

Functional – e.g. HR, Finance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CONTEXT:BAU presents an immediate opportunity for us to utilise our levy pot – these are our current activitiesThe biggest opportunities here are across engineering in various disciplines, and in both Team Member and Manager categoriesFor example, in BPS around 600 Field Engineers have come over from OpenreachIn TSO, all new joiners currently come in and do Power Level 3 – there is potential for this to become a level 4 (convertible opportunity)We have also identified common synergies in Customer service and HR & Finance
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Top Convertible Opportunities

Convertibles
Sales – Team member & Manager

Customer Service – Team member & Manager

Project & Programme Management

Digital

Leadership & Management

Functional – e.g. HR, Finance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CONTEXT:The greatest opportunity we have within the convertibles category is Leadership & management – a trend that came up within all 8 Lines of businessLeadership & management encompasses coaching, mentoring, Future Leaders, Connected Leaders, People Management Capability – the main opportunity we identified in this space is the Future Leaders programme that will kick off in September 2017Other common synergies were in Project & Programme Management, Finance & HR, Sales, Customer service, and digital (telecoms, digital marketing, technology).One trend which isn’t displayed in the data outputs specifically but is worth calling out as it was mentioned quite a few times were ‘Accredited Learning Pathway’ opportunities – there is a desire to have professional accreditation (professionalisation) across many lines of business for certain disciplines such as sales, customer experience, security, and digital.
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Top New Opportunities

New opportunities

Sales – Team member & Manager

Customer Service – upskill, Managers, tech for non-tech

Internet of Things

Functional – e.g. HR, Finance

Planning / Scheduling

Digital

Cloud

Degrees – e.g. MBA, PhD

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CONTEXT:Overall, the category of new opportunities produced the most amount of data – indicating that there are numerous skills gaps and requirements across the lines of business where no current intervention exists, but the need is there, so we can potentially use the levy to fund these interventions.The greatest new opportunity was across customer service where there were needs across the LoBs to upskill their workforce – e.g. tech for non-tech, creating loyalty, and contact centre management.The LoBs also indicated a need for more sales interventions mainly around – sales management, tech for non-tech, sales graduates and retail sales.The data here represents the key opportunities – however we were able to segment all the data in this category into 19 different trends – indicating the breadth of skills needs and training interventions that the business requires.It’s worth calling out that Big Data insight and analytics was a common requirement across the lines of the businesses within various trends and WF2020 themes
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Timeline of implementation

Quick Wins
Next 6 months

Big Ticket Items 
12-24 months

Aspirational
3-5 years

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next stage of strategic planning will be to focus on implementing the quick wins while identifying and mapping the big ticket items.The 3-5 aspirations will also need to be determined earlier and potentially folded into the re ignited workforce 2022 strategic plan
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Apprenticeship Levy – overview

Levy 
Costs
Line of 

Business 
contributions 
towards the 

overall 
Apprenticeship 
Levy (100% of 

the payroll 
levy)

Levy 
Account
Cost within 

England  
(contribution 
to the DAS 

account - 80% 
of the overall 

levy costs

Funding 
Drawdown

Forecast and 
actual funding 

through 
apprenticeships 
intakes targeted 
programmes in 

17/18 and 
progression 
opportunities

Cost of 
Delivery (Levy)

Forecast and actual 
cost of the delivery 

facilitate through the 
DAS account (in scope)

Operating 
Costs

Cost outside of the levy 
funding and DAS 

account (out of scope) 

Levy 
Remainder

Funding remaining 
from levy account 

(if applicable)

SFA Top Ups 
up to 10%

(if applicable)

Methods of 
Delivery

Internal 
End to end delivery 

of the programme by 
BT (funding 

drawdown direct 
from DAS)

Sub-contract
Use of Sub 

Contractor for part of 
delivery (funding 
drawdown to sub-
contract and direct 

from DAS)

Outsource
Outsource delivery 
(funding drawdown 
to training provider  

from DAS*)

* Potential drawdown if 
below Funding Max 
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Apprenticeship Levy Internal Funding vs Costs

In Scope Costs
Funding Band Max

In Scope Costs

Out of Scope Costs Out of Scope Costs

Considerations
• If learner not eligible for funding there will be no funding to offset the costs
• If external resource needed to support programme the in-scope will need to 

reflect the differences, coaches. admin, etc. 
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Apprenticeship Levy Sub Contractor Examples

In Scope Costs

Tuition Fees

Funding Band Max

In Scope Costs

Tuition Fees

Out of Scope Costs Out of Scope Costs

Considerations
• Subcontractor costs in relation to funding band max for the duration of the 

programme and whether costs and funding aligned e.g. 18 month funding vs 18 
months costs
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Apprenticeship Outsourced Levy Examples

Training Provider 
Costs

Funding Band Max Training Provider 
Costs

Operational Costs Operational Costs

BT Costs
Contribution to any funding 

shortfall/TP charges 

Considerations
• Is there clear correlation between funding band max and the costs of delivery 
• Is the TP’s seeking gap from non-funded apprentices and using the incentives 

and FS payments where appropriate to offset costs
• Is the TP administering the incentive for Employer (BT) for all 16-18 Apprentices 

(£1k)
• What are the arrangements for withdrawals (e.g. leavers)
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20% of the job - Is it a show stopper
• Off-the-job training is defined as learning which is undertaken outside of the normal day-to-day 

working environment and leads towards the achievement of an apprenticeship. This can include 
training that is delivered at the apprentice’s normal place of work but must not be delivered as 
part of their normal working duties. 

• The off-the-job training must be directly relevant to the apprenticeship framework or standard and 
could include the following. 

•  The teaching of theory (for example: lectures, role playing, simulation exercises, online 
learning or manufacturer training), 

•  Practical training: shadowing, mentoring, industry visits and attendance at competitions, 
•  Learning support and time spent writing assessments/assignments. 

Included in this statement but not explicitly explained/stated is activity that falls under BAU for some employers. 
For example : mandatory training for employment at a company, health and safety, security, data retention etc.
Team meetings and 1-2-1 where individual performance plans are discussed.
Voluntary exercises outside of the business, attending functions, school visits and NAW week.
In house training for skills to do the job but not related to the standard itself.

This list can be quiet extensive once you get underneath how an employer operates. In BT we can account for a 
minimum of 10% of the 20% and that’s before the training of the apprentice starts.
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Back Up Slides if time allows.
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BT Sector Programmes
Level

Sector 2 3 4 5 6

Business Admin x
Customer Service x x
Electrical and Electronic Engineering x
Engineering Maintenance x x
Financial Services x x
HR x x
ICT x x x
Learning and Development x
Management x x
Operations and Maintenance Engineering x
Project Management x
Sales x
Telecoms x x
Supply Chain Management x

Across existing and 2017 planned intakes
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BT Existing Frameworks and New Standards

IT FD Digital Media L6 
IT FD Network and Comms L4
IT FD Software Developers 
IT Helpdesk L3
L&D L3
Management L3
Management L5
Network Investment L3 (England, Scotland and 
Wales)
Retail Management L3
Sales L3
Software Developer L6 (new standards)
Supply Chain L3 Logistics
Supply Chain Operations L2

Telecoms L3 (Northern Ireland) Field and Planning
Telecoms L3 (Plusnet)
Telecoms L3 Business Connections (England and 
Scotland)
Vehicle Maintenance L3

BT Cables L3
BT Facilities Combustion L3
BT Facilities Electrical L3
BT Facilities L3
Business Admin L3 (England and Scotland)
Credit Management L3
Customer Service L3

Customer Service L3 (England, Scotland and Wales)
Cyber Intrusion Analyst L4 (new standards)
Financial Services L3
ICT Field L3 (England, Scotland and Wales)
ICT L3 (Creative Process - BT Sport)
ICT L3 Network (England and Wales)
ICT L3 Non-Network (England and Wales)
ICT L4
ICT Level 3 (Plusnet)
IT FD  Digital Media L4 
IT FD Analyst L4
IT FD Cyber Security (England, Scotland & Wales) L4
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BT 2017 Planned Intake Frameworks and New Standards

Creative Media L3 SASE
Customer Service  L2 (SASW)
Customer Service  L2 (Scottish)
Customer Service Practitioner L2 (new standards)
Digital Marketing L6 (new Standard)
Digital Media L6 (new standards)
Distribution Logistics Operations L2
Engineering Tech MOET L3 (new standards)
Finance Services L5 (new standards)
HR L3 (new standards)
HR L5 (new standards)
IT Network L4 (new standards)
Power L3 NI
Power L3 SASE
Power MOET L3 (new standards)
Project Management L4 (new Standard)
Project Management L5 (new Standard)
Sales L3 New Standards (academy of Sales)
Sales L3 SASE (academy of Sales)
Software Developer L6 (new standard)
Telecoms L2 SASE
Telecoms L2 SASW
Telecoms L2 Scottish
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